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The Semantic Web/Linked Data
Until this course I had not yet heard of the “next internet” and as I 
bring it up with others I usually get a confused response or a 
dubious response. Even with assigned and personal studies I 
can’t perfectly explain how it works.
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The Dictionary of Information and Library Management 
defines Semantic Web as: 
“a diagrammatic representation of all pieces of data and 
links between them on the World Wide Web”
Helpful right?.....

The way I like to view it is as new series of web browsing that 
connects users directly to the information they are looking for 
rather than offering multiple resources for them to find their 
information within. The semantic web is more commonly called 
“Linked Data” and I will use this from here on. 



Examples of Linked Data Today
DBpedia.org Global and Unified Access to Knowledge Graphs

“DBpedia is a crowd-sourced community effort to extract structured content from the information created in various Wikimedia 
projects. This structured information resembles an open knowledge graph (OKG) which is available for everyone on the Web. A 
knowledge graph is a special kind of database which stores knowledge in a machine-readable form and provides a means for 
information to be collected, organised, shared, searched and utilised. Google uses a similar approach to create those knowledge cards 
during search. We hope that this work will make it easier for the huge amount of information in Wikimedia projects to be used in some 
new interesting ways.” - www.dbpedia.org/about/  

This is a good example as DBpedia is using multiple sources to help provide resources in a 
single location. It uses semantic metadata to source connections the accru results. In this 
case information is sourced from Wikipedia operations and then other collections that have a 
membership with DBpedia. 

For more info visit: http://svn.aksw.org/papers/2013/SWJ_DBpedia/public.pdf 

http://svn.aksw.org/papers/2013/SWJ_DBpedia/public.pdf


Wikidata.org a free, collaborative, multilingual, secondary 
database, collecting structured data to provide support … to 
anyone in the world. 

Examples of Linked Data Today



Wikidata uses form of triples to make connections. We see in 
the previous slide 

          Douglas Adams    educated at              St. John’s College

These individual Items and Properties may be used to connect to external libraries’ 
authority controls then that query includes those library records in the discovered 
resources THEN shares that with its other connected discovery platforms such as 
Wikipedia and DBpedia.

 
For more info visit: https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Introduction 

Item Property Item

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Introduction


So we know a little about how Linked 
Data systems could connect to and 
use library resources. 
Why do libraries care?



Libraries are devoted to becoming a part of 
Linked Data
In order for libraries to honor their mission of disseminating 
information always and to all, they are committed to keeping up 
with technological advances. 

As shown earlier; this merge would bring library resources to any 
user through their Linked Data search process without needing to 
use the library discovery system. This is great!

But there are three potential road bumps that might not make this 
an easy partnership.



   1. (un)Ease of Data Merger
Libraries seem to be generally excited and prepared for the 
transition from MARC21 to BIBFRAME. It will be bumpy and 
annoying but has been long in the process. The MARC process 
itself was never uniform, there are varieties all over the globe and 
there are varieties in data that comes from vendors as well. 

According to Dr. Philip E. Schruer,(2020,) the conversion to 
BIBFRAME is just the first step. Next we have to wait, argue and 
navigate with the vendors, publishers and outlying platforms that 
also use and create bibliographic data. Not all people are as 
passionate about this transition as libraries. 



It will need to be a patient process. With other parties as well 
as with other catalogers. Some collections might take a 
decade to transfer over and others might be a breeze. In 
many cases I’m sure some collections will never try nor worry 
about integrating with Linked Data either. 

The amount of variables will create a breach in the long term 
library standards of synchronicity. This is only the process of 
integration… and we already know that library funding isn’t 
much help. 



It will also require a great amount of cataloging training and 
skill for a library to successfully transfer their resources into 
the BIBFRAME format to be used. Especially if information 
being received from vendors and publishers isn't synced with 
BIBFRAME initially. Paying for training, paying for cataloging 
staff and paying for program/updates could be challenging 
and will really determine who's information will get out there in 
the most accessible form.

Then it comes to which and whose data is being discovered 
then we move into my next concern.



2. Libraries hate Capitalism

The modern internet and algorithms of discovery are based on 
capitalistic gain and popularity. Platforms are supported by ads 
paid for by companies trying to sell to common users. Also some 
platforms will only let you use their resources if you pay for 
access.

I imagine when Linked Data takes over the web of discovery, the 
marketing campaigns for commercial entities will follow and 
impose their campaigns into the discovery algorithm. Makes 
sense since we will all need to evolve with the technology being 
most used and efficient in order to survive. 

(Capitalism hates Libraries)



“The American Library Association opposes the charging of user fees for the provision of information 
by all libraries and information services that receive their major support from public funds…The ALA 
opposes any legislative or regulatory attempt to impose content restrictions on library resources, or 
to limit user access to information, as a condition of funding for publicly supported libraries and 
information services.” - Core values of librarianship; American Library Association.

Above is the ALA stance on how money should not effect 
what is discovered in their resources or who is allowed to 
discover. The discovery and the access should be and will 
remain equitable to the public. This is excellent news for 
patrons since they will always have the access they desire, 
but this is bad news for the library for they may be left 
behind in the discovery algorithm of Linked Data.



Businesses with resources to offer internet users pay to have 
their ads pushed on other platforms. Especially social media 
pages. Libraries, primarily public libraries, chronically lack 
funding to use both externally as well as internally. 
Therefore the “clicks” count on library resources in Linked 
Data discovery tools may end up being incredibly low. This 
will  keep them out of prominent discovery algorithms and 
perpetuate lack of use and, coming full circle, could 
discourage funding and support. This will also determine how 
quickly and correctly they can integrate their resources into 
Linked Data. 

I support Linked Data and I think libraries could do really well 
as a part of it, but I don’t know if, ethically, libraries will fit…



What is the normal relationship for an entity of resource 
provision and the World Wide Web?...

Today the internet both reaps and sows information. It loves 
to offer platforms space and it loves to gain what these 
platforms have to offer it to help build its algorithms. What 
do these platforms offer? User Data.

Visibility for User Data: Not a bad trade. Not great morals.



3. Patron Privacy Conflicts

Discovery systems/algorithms utilize user data to bring the“best” results per 
the user’s search history and click patterns. This is excellent if I am trying really 
hard to find the perfect gift or article online. In contrast it could be incredibly 
bothersome due to current search trends that invade my internet use. It is 
pretty common to see irrelevant ads while browsing the web or social media. It 
is also nice to see adds for exactly what you're looking for…

“…the right to privacy is the right to open inquiry without having the subject of one’s interest 
examined or scrutinized by others. Confidentiality exists when a library is in possession of personally 
identifiable information about users and keeps that information private on their behalf. Protecting 
user privacy and confidentiality is necessary for intellectual freedom and fundamental to the ethics 
and practice of librarianship.”- Core values of librarianship; American Library Association.



Light Reading on Internet Algorithms
“The Internet is increasingly permeating daily life with an essential and structuring bundle of 
innovations: Internet-based applications that operate on algorithmic selection. Automated 
algorithmic selection is embedded in a variety of services and applied for numerous 
purposes. Algorithms in search engines or news aggregators select information … to 
calculate scoring of content and people, and to observe behavior and interests as well as to 
predict and shape future needs and actions. Although their modes of operation differ in 
detail, all these applications share a common defining functionality: They automatically 
select information elements and assign relevance to them… these automatic assignments of 
relevance to selected pieces of information are already deeply embedded in many domains 
of everyday life. They shape how the world is perceived, what realities are constructed, and 
how people behave. Their comprehensive adoption has consequently raised discussions 
about opportunities and social risks, such as surveillance, echo chambers, filter bubbles, 
and social discrimination, as well as questions regarding appropriate public policy and 
governance measures.” -The SAGE Encyclopedia of the Internet(Vol. 1. )



So what's the problem?

Modern internet discovery systems harvest user data to 
perpetuate algorithms. As libraries integrate their resources 
into Linked Data what will their plan be when prompted to 
let patron data be used and tracked? There are a few 
academic libraries that have already made tools out of their 
student data in order to optimize and supervise student 
direction and success rates. Data is shared with advisors 
and teachers for helpful insight. Personally I find even this, 
while still internal, is a huge confidentiality breakage. 



“The systems also allow advisors, instructors, and other 
stakeholders to use the trend data to identify a student at risk 
based on specific characteristics or behaviors. They allow 
educators to intervene, often before a student exhibits any 
difficulties. While the possibilities of library data in learning 
analytics might be intriguing, the privacy implications are 
immense. If these systems can identify students who don’t use 
the library, this means that individual and transaction-level data 
is being kept and put into other institutional platforms. It’s 
possible that a library collecting this data could end up 
responsible for a major breach of patron privacy.” - Meredith 
Farkas



Breach of Patron Privacy is not a 
Light Hearted Subject

Libraries that plan to move forward into Linked Data need to 
prepare a new adamant privacy statement. Not only prepare it 
but be ready to fight for it from multiple angles. As stated before; 
the World Wide Web has become reliant on capitalistic values 
and finds support in either monetary funding and/or data 
harvesting. These are both items that libraries have usually not 
exploited. In fact as we learned, it is in their core values not to. 
According to researcher Cody Hansen, some library discovery 
systems are already making external deals to sell patron data. 
This needs to be brought to attention and amended before it 
becomes common.



The commitment to patron privacy comes from guidelines and 
policies provided by other organizations as well. In revamping 
their privacy policies, American libraries can refer back to these 
original government documents. The USA PATRIOT Act and the 
USA Freedom Act, are federal laws with relevant information 
for protection of library user data.

It’s a long shot; but asking for an updated government privacy 
policy pertaining to the World Wide Web would really set the 
standards for privacy. Though sometimes is seems as if 
technology is simply moving faster than the government can 
handle honesty… but that's another report to be done! 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/107th-congress/house-bill/3162
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/2048


What We Do for Now
Today using the internet daily is as normal as walking. Having 
important personal and professional information stored in cloud 
software and online platforms is more safe than keeping cash stuffed 
in a mattress. But we need to be aware of the policies we agree to and 
feed into within our utilized websites. Especially as the web evolves!

 

Privacy terms are tiring and are usually prompted when we are in a hurry, but in some cases of crucial information it is 
smart to read these terms or adjust preferences. There might be some surprising conditions in rather mundane web 
platforms…



An Example of a Patron Privacy 
Protection Success
There is a small group of individuals in a Connecticut library consortium. When a  
government issued national security letter (NSL) would have forced them to turn 
over patron information without a judge’s order or a grand jury subpoena, they 
refused to comply. They became known as the Connecticut Four.

“With the help of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), they challenged the 
climate of surveillance and government overreach that followed the September 11 
attacks, showing the nation that librarians would stand by the rights of patrons and 
civil liberties.” - Sanhita SinhaRoy an editor and publisher of American Libraries

For more info visit: https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2021/09/01/defenders-of-patron-privacy/ 

https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2021/09/01/defenders-of-patron-privacy/


Just as technological developments have enabled these 
erosions of our privacy, it is my hope that technological 
developments may provide a cure. The routine 
encrypting of data may become the norm in the near 
future, and advances in encryption may outpace the 
practicality of prying into encrypted data.

- George Christain of the Connecticut Four
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